
Powerful 
Windows PC 
backup for 
businesses

Losing data can be costly. This makes it essential that you ensure your systems and data are 

backed up and protected in a way that is secure but still available.

That’s where Macrium Reflect Workstation comes in. 

Although its disk imaging technology might be advanced, 

it also makes backup and recovery simple and manageable. 

And, when used as part of a well-coordinated security and 

disaster recovery strategy, it can ensure that the risks that 

come from today’s data-intensive world are effectively 

mitigated and minimized.

Most importantly, Macrium Workstation gives employees 

security. With each laptop and workstation running 

Macrium, the people that power your organization 

can focus on what matters most at work, knowing that 

everything they need and use is safe and recoverable.

Fast
Minimize downtime    

Secure
Protect your equipment

 
Efficient

Manage backups easily

“I’ve found it fantastic to be able to have a live backup running whilst the server is still operational. 

This is vital for the successful running of the systems. The software is incredible, Macrium have 

really out done themselves! Having this tool in my toolkit certainly makes my life a lot easier.”



Features
The benefits of Macrium Reflect are enabled by a range of 

powerful features. 

How to purchase
Macrium Reflect Workstation can be installed on a single 

standalone PC or used on the Macrium Site Manager 

platform for no extra charge; this enables the deployment 

of Macrium Reflect Workstation at scale and includes some 

powerful additional features.

MAL licenses can also be purchased as a volume licensing 

option on the Site Manager platform.

System requirements and compatibility

• Reflect will work on Win XP / Server 2K3 and later.

• Appropriate OS level service packs and hotfixes 

may be required for installation on some Windows 

versions.

• Some features unavailable on Win7 and earlier.

• Standalone install on Vista (Server 2K8) 64 bit 

requires specific attention.

• See Macrium Knowledge Base for details.

Note: Reflect Server licenses required for server installations

Macrium Software provides comprehensive backup and DR solutions for home or businesses which are used worldwide 

to protect valuable data and operating systems. Using advanced disk imaging technology Macrium solutions provide fast 

reliable and easily recoverable images. With many millions of users worldwide, Macrium is a trusted and reliable solution for 

all data protection needs.
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Ransomware protection
Protect your backups with Macrium Image Guardian.     

Changed Block Tracking 
Unlock super-fast incremental and differential backups.   

Pre-defined backup plan templates
Schedule backups according to your needs with ease.

Site Manager 
Deploy, monitor, and manage backups at scale.   

Rapid disaster recovery
Instantly boot an image into a virtual machine.  

Rapid Delta Restore / Clone
Up to 10x faster.


